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Chapter 1
Introduction.

1. Introduction
1.1. Iron-sulfur clusters
Thirty years ago the research on metalloproteins entered a new era when iron-sulfur
clusters were identified as constituents of proteins. The milestone marking the discovery by
Beinert [1-2] of iron-clusters was the recognition of the association of electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) signals with iron containing constituents of the respiratory chain. The
detection of EPR signals in several non-heme iron proteins [3-7] and the discovery of the
presence of acid-labile sulfur (S 2 ) [8-10] subsequently ledto thefull recognition of iron-sulfur
clusters in proteins. At the moment, 33 years after Beinert's start, the several hundreds of
iron-sulfur proteins [11] form the largest and most complex group of metalloproteins. High
resolution three dimensional structures for a number of basic types of iron-sulfur clusters in
proteins [12-18] and numerous modelcompounds havebeen established. Schematic structures
of the well-known basic iron-sulfur clusters of these proteins are shown in Figure 1.
The joint efforts of physicists, chemists, (molecular) biologists and microbiologists
have led to a library of an enormous amount of data on iron-sulfur clusters and proteins.
Extensive reviews [19-23], the most important of which are the five so-called 'Iron-Sulfur
books' [24-27], have summarized the rapidly expanding number of publications on the
strongly interdisciplinary field. It should be appreciated that a review or description of all
iron-sulfur proteins andpossible spectroscopic techniques iscertainlybeyond the scopeof this
chapter. The aim of this Chapter is, therefore, to introduce the reader to the general historic
background and introduce the concept of superclusters and superspins, which led to the
discovery of new properties of iron-sulfur clusters.
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Fig. 1: Structures of the basic iron-sulfur clusters
of well-characterized iron-sulfur proteins.
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1.2. The complexity of iron-sulfur proteins: from rubredoxin to nitrogenase
1.2.1 Mononuclear 'iron-sulfur' proteins: the rubredoxin-type centre
Therubredoxin-type centreisthesimplest structurepresent iniron-sulfur proteins. The
bacterial protein rubredoxin (ruber,red (L),redoxprotein),which wasdiscovered in 1965 [28]
contains a single iron ion, tetrahedrally coordinated by four cysteine residues. Formally the
absence of both (acid-labile) sulfur and clustering of iron ions excludes the use of the term
iron-sulfur cluster for this centre. However since similar spectroscopic techniques and
bacterial sources are used as for the iron-sulfur proteins sensu stricto, the proteins with
rubredoxin-like centers nevertheless are conveniently designated as iron-sulfur proteins.
Mononuclear iron centers with rubredoxin-like properties have been identified in four other
types of proteins, differing in molecular mass, redox and spectroscopic properties (Table 1).
Unlike rubredoxin, these proteins contain either more than one rubredoxin-type center and/or
additional non-sulfur coordinated mono or dinuclear iron centers. Sulfate-reducing bacteria
of the genus Desulfovibrio have proven not only to be a rich, but also a unique source
for the varieties of the rubredoxin-type center in the so-called desulforedoxin, rubrerythrin,
nigerythrin and desulfoferrodoxin proteins.
Table 1: Proteins with rubredoxin-type centers

Name

Metal-centers

Midpoint
potential
(mV)

Molecular
mass
(kDa)

Refs.

Rubredoxin

1 Fe2+/3+(Cys)4

-60 to +20

6.0

[12,28-36]

Desulforedoxin

2 Fe2+/3+(Cys)4

-35

2*3.80

[37-41]

Rubrerythrin

2 Fe2+/3+(Cys)4
2 (Fe2+/3+-uO-Fe2+/3+)

+281
+246/+339

2*21.544

[42-47]
Chapter 9

Nigerythrin

2 Fe2+/3+(Cys)4
2 (Fe2+/3+-uO-Fe2+/3+)

+213
+209/+300

2*27

Chapter 9

Desulfoferrodoxin

1 Fe2+/3+(Cys)4
1 Fe2+/3+(N,0)6

unknown
unknown

14.0

[48,49]

Rubredoxin has been studied extensively sincethediscovery in the sixties. High resolution
X-ray crystallographical structures of down to 1.0 A resolution [12] are available for
rubredoxins from four bacterial sources [32,50-52]. The simple nature of rubredoxin has
allowed to evaluate its spectroscopic properties in considerably more detail than for any other
iron-sulfur protein. However, information on the exact coordination of the iron ion in the
other four rubredoxin-type centers is lacking. Though crystallisation of rubrerythrin has been
reported in 1988 [43], no X-ray crystallographic structures are available at the moment for
any of thefour proteins withrubredoxin-type centers.In absence of actual structural data, thus
a roughly tetrahedral, presumably all-cysteine coordination has been assumed. In
desulforedoxin and desulfoferrodoxin a distortion from the tetrahedral geometrical
arrangement was suggested by the presence of vicinal cysteine residues [39,41,48] and EPR

and Mossbauer spectroscopy [40,49].
Structural models derived from X-ray crystallography of the dinuclear iron centers of
hemerythrin and ribonucleotide reductase (Figure 2) give an impression of the possible
ligation of the non-rubredoxin-type dinuclear centers in rubrerythrin and nigerythrin.
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Fig. 2: The structure of the uoxo-bridged dinuclear iron center in ribonucleotide
reductase (left) and hemerythrin (right) as revealed by X-ray crystallography
(from [53], X-ray structures in [54,55])
Since the spectroscopic andprotein sequence data onthe coordination of the dinuclear centers
in rubrerythrin and nigerythrin are not conclusive ([42-47], Chapter 9), the representation of
the structures in Figure 2 should be regarded as informative. An actual assignment of the
ligands will have to wait for X-ray crystallographic studies.
The function of all Desulfovibrio proteins with rubredoxin-type centers is enigmatic.
The low-molecular mass rubredoxin and desulforedoxin most probably act as electroncarriers
in electron-transfer chains. Experiments with NADH:rubredoxin oxidoreductase from
Desulfovibrio gigas and Clostridium acetobutylicum [56,57] did not reveal a
physiological role, since the function of this flavoprotein itself is unknown. Only in
Pseudomonas oleovorans a participation of rubredoxin is known in the electron transfer
associated with alkane oxidation [58,59].Recently, Friedrich and coworkers identified that in
Alcaligenes eutrophus a rubredoxin-like protein is encoded by the hoxR gene in the
hydrogenase operon [60]. This could imply that in sulfate-reducing bacteria rubredoxin is
somehow involved in acytoplasmic redox-chain linked tohydrogenase or in the biosynthesis/
maturation of enzymes related to hydrogenase.
Table 2: Biological functions of proteins with dinuclear iron centers
Protein

Typical source

Function

Refs.

Ribonucleotide reductase
Purple acid phosphatase
Uteroferrin
Hydroxylase componentof
methane monooxygenase
Hemerythrin
Rubrerythrin
Nigerythrin

Escherichia coli
(bovine) spleen
pig uterus
Methylococcus capsulatus

reduction of -OH to -H
cleavage P043"esters
?iron transport
activation of 0 2 for
insertion in CH,
oxygen storage/transport
unknown
unknown

[55,61]
[62]
[53,62]
[63,64]

Phascolopsis gouldii
Desulfovibrio vulgaris
Desulfovibrio vulgaris

[59]
[42-47]
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The heterogeneous functions of dinuclear iron centers make a conclusive assignment of the
function of rubrerythrin and nigerythrin even more difficult since dinuclear iron clusters are
known to perform a wide range of biological functions (Table 2). As will be discussed in
Chapter 9 a catalytic or binding function seems to be likely.

1.2.2. The iron-sulfur clusters of simple iron-sulfur proteins
In 1962 a brown low-molecular mass protein with 'non-heme' iron was identified from the
bacterium Clostridium pasteurianum by Mortenson and coworkers on the basis of its
iron content, visible absorbance and function in electron-transfer to hydrogenase [65]. They
called this protein ferredoxin (ferrum, iron (L), redox protein). The discovery of similar
proteins isolated from other sources like the bacteria Azotobacter, Pseudomonas,
photosynthetic bacteria and spinach [66-69] made it clear that a new class of chemical
structures was present in a number of proteins. Subsequently the clustered nature of the iron
ions, acid-labile sulfur and cysteine was revealed by the application of EPR spectroscopy [37] on proteins enriched or reconstituted with 57Fe, 33S and 80Se [3,7,70-72].This corroborated
the earlier chemical analysis of Fry and San Pietro [8] and others [9,10] who discovered that
sulfur in an acid-labile form was present in their non-heme iron protein preparations. It also
became clear that the visible spectra, EPR characteristics and iron and acid-labile sulfur
content allowed a ready discrimination of various iron-sulfur proteins and rubredoxin. An
identification based on source, redox potential and iron content led to the classification into
plant ferredoxin, adrenodoxin and putidaredoxin (containing 2 Fe and 2 S2"ions, abbreviated
as [2Fe-2S]),bacterial ferredoxins ([4Fe-4S] with lowredoxpotential) and High Potential Iron
Proteins (or HiPIPs, [4Fe-4S] with high redox potential).
The absence of 3-dimensional structures however still obstructed aclear appreciation of the
various iron-sulfur clusters around 1970. After the decade of chemical and spectroscopic
studies successive breakthroughs came in the early seventies with the X-ray crystallographic
structures of the Clostridium pasteurianum rubredoxin [73], the HiPip from
Chromatium vinosum [74], the Peptococcus aerogenes ferredoxin [75] and an inorganic
model compound mimicking the spectroscopic features of plant ferredoxins [76]. The most
intriguing finding was that both bacterial ferredoxin and HiPIP had cubane structures ([4Fe4S]). Whereas the [4Fe-4S] centre can change from [4Fe-4S]1+ to [4Fe-4S]2+ and backwards
in bacterial ferredoxins, HiPIPs shuttle between [4Fe-4S]2+ to [4Fe-4S]3+ (the cluster valence
refers to the sum of ferric/ferrous and sulfide charges) [77,78]. In the [2Fe-2S] centers only
[2Fe-2S]1+ and [2Fe-2S]2+ occurred [79]. An important landmark for the versatility of a
spectroscopic approach was the elucidation of the crystal structure of the [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin
from Spirulina platensis [80]. This pointed out that spectroscopic measurements had
correctly shown that the [2Fe-2S] cluster in the crystallized model compound [76] and the
protein were identical.
In 1980 a new iron-sulfur cluster was discovered by the observation of a 2 to 1ratio of iron
ions in the Mossbauer spectrum of Desulfovibrio gigas and Azotobacter vinelandii
ferredoxin [81-82]. Because such a ratio could not be explained by the known structures a
[3Fe-xS] cluster was proposed. Corroboration seemed to be found by the X-ray
crystallographic structure of ferredoxin from Azotobacter vinelandii, interpreted with
a [4Fe-4S] and a [3Fe-3S] structure [83]. Very soon the three iron center was recognised in
other iron-sulfur proteins by Mossbauer and EPR spectroscopy [84-87]. In contrast with the
cyclic [3Fe-3S] structure proposed by Stout et al. [83],the Mossbauer studies [86], elemental
analysis [88] and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy [89] indicated a
cubane structure devoid of one iron-corner, i.e. a [3Fe-4S] cluster. This discrepancy was
finally solved by redetermination of the structure in 1988 [90,91], confirming the results of

the chemical and spectroscopic measurements.
In the course of the investigations on the conversion of [4Fe-4S] and [3Fe-4S] in aconitase
a new aspect of iron-sulfur clusters was discovered. The EPR spectrum of reduced aconitase
was shown to be perturbed by addition of substrate (analogues) [92].This was confirmed by
electron-nuclear double resonance spectroscopy (ENDOR), which conclusively demonstrated
that the perturbation was due to actual binding of the substrate [93]. The [4Fe-4S] center in
aconitase in fact functioned as a Lewis acid. Electron transfer and redox catalysis thus were
not the only function of iron-sulfur clusters. Very soon a number of other hydrolyases were
found to contain [4Fe-4S] centers as their catalytic site (reviewed in [94]). Surprisingly the
hydrolyase dihydroxy acid dehydratase was shown to bind substrates with a [2Fe-2S] cluster,
suggesting that the Lewis acid catalysis was not restricted to the cubane structure [95]. Some
evidence has been found that the function of some iron-sulfur clusters might be regulatory,
rather than redox action or (Lewis acid) catalysis [94,96-98].
At the present time we can understand the basic properties of low-molecular mass ironsulfur proteins and the majority of iron-sulfur enzymes. Some subjects will certainly benefit
from additional studies. For instance the appraisal of histidine ligation in the [2Fe-2S] centers
of the Rieske center in the mitochondrial bq complex and various dioxygenases [99-102]
should still culminate in a determination of the structure with X-ray crystallography.
Structures for complexes of the respiratory chain and the photosynthetic system (see [103])
should confirm whether the spectroscopic predictions for their constituent iron-sulfur clusters
are correct. The main research on the low-molecular mass 'simple' iron-sulfur clusters is
expected to focuss on very detailed structural, kinetic and electronic aspects. Application of
molecular genetic techniques has already facilitated spectroscopic and structural studies by
(over)expression of iron-sulfur proteins [36,102,104-107] and site-directed mutagenesis of the
amino-acid environment [108-112]. The increased interest in Multi-dimensional Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy of iron-sulfur proteins will provide more insight in
dynamical aspects and the three-dimensional structure in aqueous solution [34,113-117].
Finally, the dynamics of electron transfer of iron-sulfur redox carriers,cluster interconversion,
metal ion incorporation and ligand exchange are currently investigated in detail with
electrochemical methods [118,119]. Though these further studies will lead to an even better
understanding, the main challenge currently lies in the elucidation of the structures and
properties of complex iron-sulfur proteins.

1.2.3. The iron-sulfur clusters of multiple electron transferring iron-sulfur proteins
The first indication for an iron-sulfur cluster with more than 4 iron ions was provided by
Shah and Brill, who discovered that ~1 iron and 1molybdenum ion could be extracted from
the nitrogenase molybdenum-iron (MoFe) protein [120]. Following the discovery of this
socalled iron molybdenum cofactor (FeMoco) the interpretation of the Mossbauer spectral
components was reassessed [121-124]. The spectroscopic properties, especially the unusual
S=3/2 spin state, firmly established that the extracted and protein-bound FeMoco had to have
a very similar structure. Although the fact that the FeMo cofactor was a larger iron-sulfur
cluster was generally accepted at that time, it was not recognised that other iron-sulfur
proteins might have larger clusters. For example, the residual 16 protein-bound iron ions of
the nitrogenase MoFe protein (the socalled P-centres) were thought to be present in 'unusual'
cubanes [122-124].The practice of explaining peculiar spectroscopic data by the assumption
that unusual cubanes instead of unidentified iron-sulfur clusters were present persisted up to
about seven years ago.
The first strong tendency towards a non-cubane oriented description was displayed by
Hagen and coworkers in 1986 [125]. By elemental analysis of the iron and acid-labile sulfur

content and subtraction of the contribution of the two cubane centers of the Desulfovibrio
vulgaris (Hildenborough) Fe-hydrogenase they suggested that 'the active site of this
hydrogenase isnota[4Fe-4S]cluster,butratherisanovelcluster comprised of approx.6Fe
and S2" [124]. The presence of an highly unusual g=5 EPR signal was interpreted as
corroborating evidence for the unusual non-cubane nature of the cluster [126,127]. The
suggestion that a6-Fe containingclustercould bepresentdid notcomeout of theblue,since
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Fig. 3: Structures of [6Fe-6S]3+
structures (from [128,129,132])

prismane, [6Fe-9S]2 basket and [6Fe-8S]2+ dice

at that time prismane, basket and dice-shaped [6Fe-xS] model compounds were welldocumented [128-132] (Figure 3).The second important notion was made in 1987 when the
spinquantitation ofEPRsignalsfrom aparamagnetwithspinS=7/2insolid-thionineoxidized
nitrogenase MoFe protein was interpreted as evidence for 2 P clusters with 8 Fe ions each
[133].TheproposedmodelsofHagenandcoworkerswerestronglycriticizedbyothergroups
(for instance [134]).
Tworemarkablediscoveriessuddenlypavedthewaytoamorenon-cubaneorientedattitude
of the scientific forum. First, the Fe-hydrogenases from Clostridium pasteurianumwere
subjected to aredetermination of its metal and acid-labile sulfur content in 1989[135,136].
After this correction the doubts on the proposed concept of a 6-Fe containing hydrogenactivating iron-sulfur clusterwereeliminated (seefor instance [137,138]).Secondly, thelowresolution X-ray crystallographic structure of the Clostridium pasteurianum MoFe
protein indicated that instead of four cubane-like structures two large 8 iron containing
clusters were present [139]. This has been substantiated even more by the recent 2.7 A
resolution X-ray crystallographic studies on the MoFe proteins from Azotobacter
vinelandii [140,141] and Clostridiumpasteurianum [142], which have ressolved the
structures of the FeMoco and P-clusters almost at atomic level (Figure4).
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Fig. 4: Proposed structures for the FeMo cofactor (left) and P-cluster iron-sulfur
centers of Azotobacter vinelandiimolybdenum-iron protein as revealed by 2.7 A
resolution electron density maps (from [140,141])

The nitrogenase MoFe protein and Fe-hydrogenases are not expected to be the only ironsulfur proteins with larger iron-sulfur clusters. Enzymes like dissimilatory sulfite reductase
and carbonmonoxide dehydrogenase share the fact that they have iron-sulfur clusters
enigmatic spectroscopic properties [143-146], a very high iron and acid-labile sulfur content
[146-148] and the ability to catalyze exceptional redox reactions of simple substrates:
carbonmonoxide dehydrogenase
sulfite reductase
nitrogenase
hydrogenase

C0 2 + 2 H+ + 2e •*CO + H 2 0
S032" + 6 H+ + 6e «* S2+ 3 H 2 0
N2 + 8 H+ + 8e *•2 NH3 + H2
2 H+ + 2e * H2

A reasonable assumption is therefore that these proteins all might have larger non-cubane
iron-sulfur 'superclusters', which unlike the hitherto known iron-sulfur clusters are able to
donate or accept more than one electron. Based on the earlier observations of high-spin EPR
signals in hydrogenase [126,127] and the P and FeMoco clusters of the nitrogenase MoFe
protein [121,133,149], superclusters are expected to have more complicated paramagnetic
'superspin' ground states.Astriking similarity between theMCD spectroscopic characteristics
of the H-cluster of the Fe-hydrogenase [136,150,151] and the oxidized P clusters of
nitrogenase [151] has also been noted. The unusual Mossbauer spectroscopic properties
[123,124,134,143-146,153,154] and the 'absence' of EPR signals in samples which had
paramagnetic Mossbauer or MCD [123,124,143-146,148,150-154] would agree with the
existence of the superspin nature. Since a larger number of clustered iron ions reduces the
relative change of charge density on administration of electrons to the cluster, more than one
redox state would be stabilized in these superclusters. This on its turn is in perfect harmony
with multipleelectron redoxreactions.Thewell-documented metastability oflarger iron-sulfur
cluster, like the [6Fe-6S] prismane core [132], would account for the observation of the
extrusion of [4Fe-4S] structures [155,156]. This supercluster-superspin concept, as outlined
above, should be considered as the working model for the (re)investigation of the iron-sulfur
clusters of multiple electron transferring enzymes described in this thesis.

1.3. The paramagnetism of iron-sulfur proteins
1.3.1. General
With the sulfur dominated tetrahedral coordination the stabile 3+ and 2+ valencies of the
iron ions in iron-sulfur clusters are thought to be exclusively in the high spin configuration
[157]. Since, with the obvious exception of rubredoxin-likecenters, thedistance of every iron
ion to neighbouring iron ions in iron-sulfur clusters is less than 0.3 nm [12-18,128132,140,141] the individual spins of the iron ions are sensing each other. The magnetic
interaction is sufficiently strong to result in a system which can be described as a single
paramagnet with a total effective spin obtained by the vectorial addition of the individual
spins of the constituent iron ions. This leaves us on one hand with the attractive perspective
that we can treat the iron-sulfur cluster as a single paramagnet but on the other hand imposes
the problem to decompose the resulting paramagnetism of the iron-sulfur cluster into
contributions from its interacting d5 Fe3+ spin S=5/2 ions and d6 Fe2+ S=2 ions.
An instructive example for spin-coupling is the [2Fe-2S] cluster [157-159]. In the reduced
form [2Fe-2S]1+ is composed of one S=5/2 ferric and one S=2 ferrous ion. The theoretical
total spin for the cluster can be between S=l/2 (ferromagnetic coupling) and S=9/2 (fully
antiferromagnetic coupling). One should realize that a quantum mechanical treatment allows
vectorial coupling not only to the classic 'antiparallel' S=l/2 and 'parallel' S=9/2 case, but
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also to the intermediate S=3/2, S=5/2 and S=7/2 spin ground states. Fortunately the
energetically favoured spin ground state of this cluster is S=l/2, giving rise to simple
magnetic properties. In the oxidized form ([2Fe-2S]2+ with two S=5/2 ferric ions) the cluster
can be diamagnetic (S=0) or have a net spin of S=l, S=2, S=3,S=4 or S=5.In this case again
simplicity rules and S=0 is the ground state. The predominance of anti-ferromagneticly
coupled configurations results in a remarkably low total resultant spin for most iron-sulfur
clusters. In iron-sulfur clusters the spin ground state is well separated from the usually more
ferromagneticly coupled excited states [157-159]. The [2Fe-2S]2+ cluster for instance has an
S=l excited state which is =400 cm"1 above the S=0 ground state [161].
The actual description of the spin-coupling in the 3and4 Fe-ion containing clusters is more
complex. High field Mossbauer studies and theoretical calculations have shown that the
magnetic substructures of ferromagnetically coupled dimers arepresent in these clusters [157159]. In [4Fe-4S]1+ antiferromagnetic coupling of a S=9/2 Fe2+-Fe3+ mixed valence dimer and
a S=4 Fe2+-Fe2+ dimer explains the S=l/2 ground state. The [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster is diamagnetic
(S=0) as a result of antiferromagnetic coupling of two S=9/2 Fe2+-Fe3+ mixed valence dimers.
In [4Fe-4S]3+ one of the mixed-valence dimers is oxidized to Fe3+-Fe3+ which appears to be
S=4 [160]. Antiferromagnetic coupling of S=9/2 and S=4 then leads to the observed S=l/2
spin ground state. In [3Fe-4S]l+ two Fe3+ ions are coupled to S=2 or 3, which
antiferromagnetically couples with S=5/2 of the third Fe3+ to S=l/2.
With the exception of the S=3/2 FeMoco [149] and S>5/2 P-cluster centers [122-124] of
the nitrogenase MoFe protein spin ground states with S>l/2 had not been observed in any
iron-sulfur protein until the eighties. In 1980 however the discovery of the S=2 ground state
in [3Fe-4S]° [81,82,84,86] made it clear that even simple iron-sulfur clusters could have a
high-spin ground state. The S=2 state arose from the antiferromagnetic coupling of a S=9/2
mixed-valence dimer with S=5/2 of the third iron. The subsequent discovery of S> 3/2 spin
states in [4Fe-4S(e)]1+ of glutamine amidotransferase [162], selenium substituted ferredoxin
[163] and nitrogenase Fe-protein [164-166] made it clear that the high spin states were not
very exceptional but occurred in various iron-sulfur clusters.
A very curious finding was the observation that some [4Fe-4S(e)]1+ cores not only could
exhibit S=3/2,S=5/2 or S=7/2 ground states but thatmixtures of species with S=l/2 and these
S>3/2 spins were present [163-166]. Although the occurrence of mixtures of spin states in
proteins with paramagnetic centers was well-documented [40,167], this was new for ironsulfur clusters. By thorough studies on crystallized [4Fe-4S]1+ model compounds [168-170]
it was shown that three main situations could occur:
1) Clusters had a 'pure' spin ground state of either S=l/2 or S=3/2.
2) A 'physical spin mixture' of clusters with a pure spin ground state of S=l/2 and S>3/2
was present.
3) The clusters were 'spin-admixed', i.e. the magnetic properties were unlike those of
isolated spin ground states and appeared quantummechanically mixed.
Situation 3has not been encountered yetinprotein-bound cubanes.The studies on solvent and
nucleotide dependence of the composition of the spin mixture in the nitrogenase iron-protein
[164-166] show that very subtle (? steric) changes influence the spin state. This has been
corroborated by study of cubane model compounds with different ligands [168-170].
In this thesis (Chapter 5,7 and 8) and in collaborative EPR spectroscopic studies [171,172]
the discovery of new examples of high spin systems (S=3 and S=9/2) and of spin mixtures
in iron-sulfur clusters are described. Although the impression might be given that the
magnetic properties of iron-sulfur clusters are very complex, one should realize that the vast
majority of protein-bound iron-sulfur clusters still exhibits the simple S=l/2 or S=0 spin
ground states. Even though the existence of spin mixtures and/or high spin ground states
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complicate matters, the strong magnetic coupling and thermal isolation of the spin ground
states makes spectroscopic studies easy compared to weakly coupled systems or spin-admixed
systems.Currently noevidence has been obtained for weak coupling,admixtures or cross-over
of energy levels of spin states in iron-sulfur clusters.

1.3.2. EPR spectroscopy of iron-sulfur proteins
Although magnetic susceptibility measurements, Mossbauer and (magnetic) circular
dichroism spectroscopies all have made vital contributions to the characterization of the
paramagnetism of iron-sulfur clusters, EPR spectroscopy seems to be most versatile method.
Nearly all iron-sulfur proteins subjected to EPR spectroscopic characterization exhibit signals
in atleast oneredox state.A description of theapplication of EPR spectroscopy will therefore
be given. The reader is referred to reviews [24-27] and specific literature for detailed
treatments on EPR [157,159,173-177], Mossbauer [178,179] and MCD spectroscopy [180].
On exposure to an externally applied magnetic field B two energetically different
alignments of a paramagnet are possible (the Zeeman effect). In the classic description these
energy levels correspond to the parallel and anti-parallel alignment of applied field and the
spin of the paramagnet. By administration of electromagnetic radiation the paramagnet can
be excited from the lowest to the highest energy level. This is the basis of Electron
Paramagnetic Resonance spectroscopy, were in a tunable magnetic field of 0-1 Tesla the
interaction with electromagnetic radiation of a constant microwave frequency is used. By this
particular set-up (i.e. fixed frequency of radiation) and modulation of the applied magnetic
field combined with phase-sensitive detection a high sensitivity is obtained, which allows
measurements on picomol to micromol quantities of paramagnets. The price we have to pay
for this sensitivity is the unusual appearance of EPR spectra: on the x-axis a magnetic field
rather than a frequency orenergy is displayed, whereas the y-axis scale is not absorbance but
its derivative. The vertical scale can of course easily be transformed into the absorption
spectrum by integration (Figure 5). An additional integration (with appropriate correction for
transition probability [181,182]) will give the absolute measurement for the number of spins
in the sample if the spectrometer has been calibrated with a known standard.

Figure 5: Conversion ofthe recorded EPR spectrum ofthe FeMocofactor of nitrogenase
(top trace) into its single and double-integrated form.
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To see how information can be extracted from the EPR spectrum we have to inspect the
resonance equation (1):
AE = hv = guBB (1)
in which AEis the energy separation of the two Zeeman level, hv is the energy of the
incident microwave quant, uB is the Bohr magneton, B is the applied magnetic field and g is
a spectroscopic parameter describing the paramagnet. This socalled g-value characterizes a
paramagnet. A free electron in vacuo exhibits an EPR resonance with a g-value of 2.0023,
whereas ions,molecules orclusters havedifferent g-valuesdue to spin orbit interaction. These
g-values allow identification of compounds by comparison and theoretical calculation.
g-Value
6.0

5.0

4.0

,. 2.2

2.0
Adrenodoxin
(2Fe)

C.pasteurianum
rubredoxin(1Fe)

Spinach
ferredoxin(2Fe)

Figure 6: Isotropic (rubredoxin), axial (adrenodoxin) and rhombic (spinach ferredoxin)
EPR spectra of iron-sulfur proteins.
Howeveronecomplicating factor arises because mostparamagnetic substances arenot spherosymmetric. If a paramagnetic structure like an iron-sulfur cluster isplaced in an external field
the orientation of the molecule will influence the energy of the transition. This means that
each orientation will exhibit a different g-value. If paramagnetic structures in random
orientation (a frozen solution for instance) are measured we therefore expect to see an EPR
spectrum composed of peaks corresponding to all possible orientations. In the normally
recorded derivative of the EPR spectrum three main features (gx, gy and gz), corresponding
to theprincipal axes of thethree dimensions areseen (Figure 5toptraces).The EPR spectrum
of a system exhibiting different g-values for all three axes is called rhombic. Systems with
two equivalent main axes will show two turning points in the EPR spectrum and are called
axial (with gx=gx=gy and g//=g2), systems with a single g-value for the three orientations are
denoted as isotropic (g„=gy=gE)(see Figure 6).The orientation dependence of the g-values (ganisotropy) is influenced by the chemical environment and the symmetry of a paramagnet.
For iron-sulfur clusters a simple relation between g-anisotropy and the cluster symmetry
cannot be made. Rubredoxin, adrenodoxin and spinach ferredoxin exhibit isotropic, axial and
rhombic EPR spectra without an obvious direct link with the symmetry of the iron-sulfur
centres.
EPR spectra can be simulated by summation of the contributions from the individual spatial
orientations. By simulation more accurate information on the g-values and their linewidths
can be extracted from a spectrum. It appears that the linewidth, like the g-values, depends on
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the orientation. Theoretical models are available to simulate EPR spectra accounting for the
combined anisotropy in linewidth and g-value. The observed linewidth of iron-sulfur clusters
has three different origins [173,175]:
1) The interaction with magnetic metal nuclei, normally only 57Fe, except for mixed metal
clusters (V, 95/97Mo) (central hyperfine interaction)
2) The interaction with ligands (33S, 77 Se, n O,N), solvent and protein ( ' H ^ H ^ C N ^ O . ^ S )
(superhyperfine interaction).
3) g-strain, which describes the existence of a distribution of the g-values.
By measurements at various microwave frequencies, isotope enrichment and simulation of
EPR spectra the combined effect of these three factors affecting line-width can be
deconvoluted. The effect of magnetic nuclei on the line-width can be used to probe the
presence of the nuclei in and around an iron-sulfur cluster [3,7,70-72,93,171,Chapter 5]. The
magnetic (super)hyperfine interaction can also be studied with specialized pulsed EPR
techniques like Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) [183] and Electron
Nuclear Double Resonance spectroscopy [184].
For an explanation of the extremely important effect of temperature in EPR spectroscopy
we have to realize that after absorption of the microwave quantum the paramagnet has to
relax back to the Boltzmann equilibrated population of itstwo energy levels. If this relaxation
isvery fast (at high temperature) the lifetime is short. By the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
this will lead to broadening of the lines of the EPR spectrum. For the typical relaxational
properties of iron-sulfur clusters temperatures usually well below 50 K are required. If the
incident microwave radiation is sufficiently low (i.e. the system does not saturate), the
absorption of the microwave radiation will be proportional to the difference between the
relative (Boltzmann) population of the lowest and highest energy level (at temperature T):
(l/(l+e"E/kT))-(eAE/k7(l+eAE/ltT)) » AE/2kT (2)
(for the typical A=0.3 cm"1 and T< 100 K). Equation (2) shows that the EPR intensity for a
fixed microwave energy is inversely related to temperature (the socalled Curie-Law).

1.3.3 EPR spectroscopy of S> 3/2 Kramers systems
In the previous treatment it was assumed that a paramagnet exhibited two energy levels on
exposure to an external field. Aquantummechanical treatment shows that S>l/2 paramagnets
even in the absence of a magnetic field have non-degenerate energy levels [173]. The
behaviour of spin half-integer or Kramers systems (S=3/2, S=5/2,..) and spin integer or nonKramers systems (S=l, S=2,..) is quite different. Half-integer spin systems have (S+l/2)
twofold degenerate levels (the socalled Kramers doublets). An external field splits these
doublets linearly leading to a situation bearing a high resemblance to an S=l/2 system. Spin
integer systems have level pairs of (quasi-)degenerate and a single non-degenerate level
(Figure 7). Because in zero-field the doublets are already split and diverge increasingly as a
function of the external field, the energy difference is in most cases too large to match the
microwave quantum. Only in exceptional cases EPR transitions are observed.
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Figure 7: The splitting of energy levels in half-integer and integer spin systems.
The organization of the levels is for axial symmetry without an applied field. The splitting
of the Kramers doublets is commonly quantummechanically described by the following Spin
Hamiltonian:
H= S.D'.S + pB.g.S (3)
in which the first term presents the zero-field interaction with tensor D' and the spin vector
S, and the second term is the Zeeman interaction with the g tensor in applied field B and spin
vector S (P is the Bohr magneton). The eigenvalues of the Schrbdinger equation using this
spin Hamiltonian, spin S and its respective spin eigenfunctions |-S>, |-S+1>... to |+S>,
corresponding to the allowed spin projections ms,define the energies of the levels for a given
magnetic field, orientation, and D' and g tensor. The degenerate pairs of |-m s > and |+m s >
spin eigenfunctions form the Kramers doublets, also denoted as |±m s >. Equation (3) can be
rearranged into its well-known representation equation (4) by the substitution of the axial and
rhombic zero-field parameters D and E for the diagonal elements of the traceless D' tensor:
H= D[Sz2-S(S+l)/3] + E(Sx2-Sy2) + (3B.g.S (4)
With the assumption that the Zeeman term is a perturbation to the zero-field interaction
(S.D'.S > PB.g.S, the socalled weak field limit) the energies of the originally degenerate |ms> and |+m s > spin functions split linearly with the magnetic field. An EPR transition can
occur if the magnetic field induced splitting matches the microwave quantum (0.3 cm"1).
Because thedoublets,though split, areenergetically well-separatedfrom each other compared
to the microwave quantum, the EPR spectrum will be composed of a sum of subspectra from
intradoublet transitions. In the weak field limit the search for the magnetic fields B that
produce energy-splittings hv between the levels of the doublet for a given D, E and g tensor
turns out to be relatively simple. As it happens the effective g-values calculated from the
matching magnetic field B and the microwave frequency are independent of the D parameter
and the microwave frequency for a given g tensor and ratio E/D. Mathematically this means
that instead of diagonalization with iterations in the magnetic field, we could in reverse also
choose a magnetic field and use the resulting eigenvalue of the energy matrix to calculate the
effective g-values. If the gtensor is isotropic and spin-orbit coupling is negligible (g=2 along
x, y and z axes) the only parameter left for a given total spin S and doublet |±m s > is the
ratio E/D. The absolute value of this dimensionless ratio E/D, the socalled rhombicity, can
vary between 0 and 1/3. Effective g-values as a function of the rhombicity have been
calculated for the doublets of S=3/2 to S=9/2 (Chapter 7, [157,176]). Easily applicable
representations of these calculations are the socalled rhombograms, in which effective g-
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values are plotted as a function of the rhombicity (Figure 8). Each 'stack' forms the set of
rhombograms of the individual doublets for a single spin system. Identification of the spin
state and rhombicity can be achieved by finding a single vertical line in one of the stacks
which matches the observed g-values. Some typical examples for Kramers spin systems in
iron-containing proteins, which one can easily identify in Figure 8 are:
S=3/2 with E/D=0.05 in FeMoco of the MoFe protein g=4.3, g=3.7 and g=2.0 (|±l/2>)
S=5/2 with E/D=0.00 in myoglobin gx=6.0 and g;/=2.0 (|±l/2>)
S=5/2 with E/D=0.33 in rubredoxin gisotropic=4.3 (|±3/2>), g=9.7 (|±l/2> and |±5/2>)
S=7/2 with E/D=0.04 in P 0X2 of the MoFe protein g=10.4, g=5.5 (|±l/2>), g=5.5 (|±3/2>)
S=9/2 with E/D=0.13 in desulfoviridine g=17.1 (|±l/2>), g=9.0 (|±3/2>), g=9.3 (|±5/2>)
Comparison of the number of possible effective g-values read from the rhombograms with
the above listed observable features in the EPR spectra shows that not all of the expected gvalues can be detected. Some of the theoretically expected g-values correspond to very high
fields which can not be obtained with the normal EPR instrumentation. Even if the g-values
are in the detectable range, the amplitude of the EPR features might be too low due to the
usual high anisotropy of the g-values. Since it is empirically observed that the spectral
linewidth is inversely related to the square of the g-values, generally only the low-field gvalues are observed.
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Figure 8a: Rhombograms for S=3/2 and S=5/2.
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A fact that has not been considered yet is the relative contribution of the subspectra of the
doublets to the resulting EPR spectrum. Although the energies of the doublets are wellseparated compared to the 0.3 cm"1energy of the microwave quantum, the thermal energy at
the temperatures used for EPR spectroscopy is sufficient to populate doublets other than the
ground-state doublet. For a given rhombicity the spacing of the doublets is linear with the
axial zero-field splitting parameter D. Thus large D-values mean that only the ground state
doublet will bepopulated significantly. This situation isexhibited bymyoglobin (D=+10 cm'1)
in which the |±3/2> doublet lies too high to be sufficiently populated to be detected and only
the subspectrum of the |±l/2> ground state is observed. In this particular case the high
fractional population of the |±l/2> doublet is an advantage becauses it raises the contribution
of the doublet with the least anisotropic g-values, i.e. the most intense subspectrum. If D
values are small thermal energy can populate the other doublets and EPR resonances from
other doublets can be observed. This occurs for instance in rubredoxin (D=+l cm"1) where
even at 4.2 K the |±3/2> and |±5/2> doublets are populated to a significant extent.
There appears to be no theoretical restriction for the sign of the D-value: high spin systems
with negative D value have been observed in numerous cases. The negative D-value
physically means that the order of the energies of the doublets is reversed. A well-known
example is the S=7/2 system in the second oxidized form of the P-clusters of the MoFe
protein [133]. The EPR non-detectable |±7/2> doublet is lowest in energy. By raising the
temperature the |±5/2>, |±3/2> and |±l/2> doublets are sequentially populated. Although
the |±7/2> and |±5/2> doublets have high populations the anisotropics of their g-values do
not allow detection. The |±3/2> and |±l/2> doublets however can be detected at elevated
temperatures. The counteracting effect of theCurie-Law andthethermally induced population
results in optimal intensity at intermediate temperatures.

T(K)
Figure 9: Determination of the D-value for the S=7/2 spin system of the oxidized P
clustersKlebsiella pneumoniae MoFe protein byfitting the temperature dependence of
the populations of the |±l/2> and |±3/2> doublets.
The areas enclosed by the g=10.5 (|±l/2>) and g=5.68 peaks (|±3/2>) were corrected for
the Curie-Law dependence (see also Chapter 8 and [133]).
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The study of the temperature dependence does not only confirm the assignment of the spin
state, doublet and sign of the D value, but also allows a quantitative determination of the D
value. Since the energy spacing of the doublets in multiples of D can be calculated from the
eigenvalues of the Spin Hamiltonian for agiven E/D,theCurie-Law corrected EPR intensities
can be fit to the appropriate Boltzmann equation to determine the magnitude of D. Figure 9
shows the temperature dependence of the |±3/2> and |±l/2> doublets of the S=7/2 spin
system of the P-clusters in themolybdenum-iron protein of nitrogenase. In thisparticular case
the fit to the Boltzmann equation determined the D value within 10% accuracy. More
frequently the loss intensity at higher temperatures due to Curie-Law behaviour and lifetime
broadening limits the accuracy of the D value. In nearly all cases an estimation of the
magnitude of the D value can be made. This is a useful check of the validity of the weakfield assumption. If the absolute value of D is smaller than 1cm"1 the rhombogram-method
can no longer be used. Particularly the EPR resonances athigh field will be effected since the
Zeeman term for these fields (fJB.g.S) will be sizeable compared to the zero-field interaction
S.D'.S with a small D. The calculation becomes more complicated but can still be performed
by solving the Schrodinger equation with iterative steps in the magnetic field for a given g
tensor, D and E value until the observed g-value and the input of the field match (Chapter 7,
[133,157]).
The accurate determination of D and E/Dparameters not only serves a theoretical purpose,
but is essential for spin quantitation. This arises first of all from the fact that an EPR
observable doublet rarely accounts for the total spin concentration. In some cases the
fractional population of an EPR active doublet is much lower than unity, leading to an
underestimation of the actual spin concentration. The fact that other doublets can not be
detected does not present a major problem as long as the fractional population of the EPRactive doublet is known. The fractional population can easily be evaluated from the energy
spacings of the doublets, determined by the D and E/D values. The second important use of
the D and E/D parameters originates from the extreme anisotropy of the EPR spectra of some
high-spin systems. Since double integration isnotpossible in numerous cases quantitation has
to rely on single integration of the peak-shaped low-field g-values. With the Aasa and
Vanngard method [181] the double integral can be calculated if the two high-field g-values
are known by theoretical calculation with the E/D and D parameters. Unfortunately the
resulting spin quantitation will be less accurate since the errors in D and E/D will propagate
not only in the fractional population butalso in the single todouble integral conversion factor.
It has to be kept in mind that spin quantitation both with double and single integration
methods assumes that theprobability of themicrowave induced transitions is 1.Formally only
transitions within an S=l/2 system and the |±l/2> doublets of high spin Kramers systems
with high D values are fully allowed. These transitions obey the selection rule for the normal
EPR spectrometer 1^1=1, since the spin functions of the two levels have a pure m s =+l/2
and m s =-l/2 character. However the assumption that transitions within the |±3/2>, |±5/2>
or higher doublets are fully allowed is usually made on a pragmatic base rather than
theoretically founded. Also, the transition within the |±l/2> doublet of spin systems with a
small D-value (Chapter 7) is supposed to be fully allowed, although the levels are not
composed of pure m^+1/2 and m s =-l/2 spin functions but are mixtures with other spin
functions. Future theoretical studies are needed to shed light on this neglected aspect of the
EPR spectroscopy of high-spin Kramers systems.
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1.3.4 EPR spectroscopy of Non-Kramers systems
The study of Non-Kramers systems by EPR spectroscopy is severely complicated by the
fact that the separation between the energy levels is too large to match the energy of the
micro-wave quantum. In addition the transitions within the 'doublet' levels are not allowed
in normal EPR spectroscopy, because |A„,|=0. If the Zeeman interaction or therhombic zerofield splitting mixes in the m=0 spin function the transitions can become partially allowed,
and can in principle be detected by normal EPR spectroscopy [185,186].In this situation the
original notation of |±n> doublets does not apply and doublet levels composed of a linear
combination of spin functions are denoted as |n*>.
By the application of parallel-mode EPR spectroscopy in which the microwave magnetic
field and the magnetic field have a parallel orientation the selection rule for EPR transitions
can be changed to 1^1=0 [157,167,186]. This enhances transitions of integer spin systems
and completely abolishes the EPR signals of Kramers systems (Fig. 10). In practice a dualmode cavity is used, which can operate both in the normal as well as in the parallel-mode.
Still the observation of signals, even in the parallel-mode depends on the splitting of the
levels of the non-Kramers doublets. For most integer spin systems the separation Abetween
the levels is large. Because the levels are already split in zero-field and the splitting is not
linear with the applied field the resonance condition for Kramers systems does not apply.

Fig. 10: The use of dual-mode EPR spectroscopy.
Signals from the S=9/2 non-integer spin system of dissimilatory sulfite reductase (Chapter
7) are lost in the parallel-mode (left), while signals from the S=3 integer spin system of the
P-clusters (Chapter 8) show increased intensity (right).

Theoretical treatment [157,167,173,186] shows that for spin integer systems the relevant
resonance condition is as following:
(hv)2=(geffpB)2 + A2

(5)

For a particular integer spin system the value of A is not only a function of spin Hamiltonian
parameters but also depends on the orientation. It can be appreciated from equation (5) that
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if A is comparable to the microwave quantum hv the EPR resonance appears to be shifted
towards zero-field, regardless of the effective g-value. The orientation dependence of the
value of A, combined with the angle-dependence of the transition probability and distribution
of the value of A generally lead to broad resonance signals at low field. Since by
approximation the splitting A of a non-Kramers doublet [n^ is a function of |D|*(E/D) n
[187,188] the likelihood to observe EPR signals of the |3±> or |4*> doublets increases
(Chapter 5 and 8). However, determination of spin Hamiltonian parameters, spin quantitation
and spin state remain difficult compared to Kramers systems.
1.4. Redox-potentiometry
Since all iron-sulfur clusters are stable in two or more redox states it is possible to study
the interconversion between the individual redox states. Ideally this interconversion could be
studied by classical electrochemistry. For iron-sulfur model compounds the use of cyclic
voltammetry is a standard procedure (see [189-191]). With chemically modified working
electrodes low-molecular mass iron-sulfur proteins, likerubredoxin, ferredoxin or the soluble
domain of the Rieskeprotein can be studied (Figure 11) [118,119,192,193]. Unfortunately the
direct interaction of > 20 kDa iron-sulfur proteins even with modified surfaces is more
difficult. Somepromising results have been obtained with cyclic or square-wave voltammetry
of larger redox-proteins such as lipoamide dehydrogenase [194], succinate dehydrogenase
[195],hydrogenase [194,196] andcarbon monoxide dehydrogenase [196].Theresponses were
usually weak compared to low-molecular mass redox-proteins. It is thought that irreversible
binding to electrode surfaces or the buried nature of redox centers prevents facile interactions
with the electrode [118,119,194].
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Fig. 11: Direct electrochemistry of low-molecular mass iron-sulfur proteins.
Cyclic voltammograms of Megasphaera elsdenii rubredoxin and ferredoxin (left and
middle) and the soluble fragment of the bovine mitochondrial Rieske protein (right) allow
a direct room temperature measurement of the redox-midpoint potential. The individual
traces are recorded with scan rates from 1-100 mV s"1.
(from [118] and [193]).
The general procedure to overcome thiselectrochemical inertness ofredox-proteins uses socalled redox-mediators [197-199].Redox-mediators are water-soluble organic dyes with wellknown electrochemical properties [200], which can act as reporter molecules of redox
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potential of the solution in absence of protein-electrode interaction. Theredox-potential of the
solution can be adjusted coulometrically [192,197,201] or as is more frequently done, with
sodium dithionite or borohydride, titanium(III)citrate, potassium ferricyanide, or
xanthine/xanthine oxidase (this thesis, [197-200,202,203]). The inherent problem is that the
electrochemical response in cyclic voltammetry is not a function of the protein but of the
mediators. Clearly other methods should be used to measure the redox state of the protein,
while measuring the redox potential with the help of the mediators. A crucial assumption is
that the mediators interact reversibly with the protein, resulting in a redox-equilibrium
between oxidized and reduced mediators and the redox centers of the protein [197,198].
Usually the spectroscopic and biochemical properties (for instance enzymatic activity) are not
influenced by the presence of mediators (this thesis).
In principle measurement of the redox state of an (iron-sulfur) protein can be done with
UV-visible(UV-vis) and Circular Dichroism (CD) spectrophotometry [197,199] oreven NMR
spectroscopy [204]orroom temperature EPR spectroscopy [205,206],sincechangesin spectra
accompany aredox transition. Forproteinslike cytochromes, with very intense and sharp UVvis and CD absorption bands the redox state is easily monitored ([198] and refs. therein).
Unfortunately most mediating dyes andreductants/oxidants have relatively high contributions
notably to the Uv-vis spectra, while the spectral changes associated with the redox transition
of iron-sulfur proteins are of low intensity. With exception of somelow molecular mass ironsulfur proteins [199] UV-vis or CD spectroscopy can not be used (note that these lowmolecular mass [Fe-S] proteins are more conveniently studied by cyclic voltammetry!). The
redox state thus has to be monitored with other, low temperature techniques, like EPR,
Magnetic Circular Dichroism or Mossbauer spectroscopies. Although the necessary freezing
of the mediator-protein mixture could induce changes of the redox equilibrium, redox
(midpoint) potential (dEm/dT=AS/(nF)) and pH, it is known from simple iron-sulfur proteins,
which can be studied both at room temperature and after freezing, that only minor changes
occur [118,193,198]. Presumably the freezing process is faster than the temperature-induced
redox-changes, so that the room temperature equilibrium population of oxidized and reduced
iron-sulfur centers is maintained. Once frozen, no changes of the redox states of mediators
and iron-sulfur centers can occur, as diffusional processes followed by electron transfer are
stopped.
EPR spectroscopy is the method of choice for the measurement of the redox state in
mediated titrations. The benefits of easy accessibility, low sample volume, (high) sensitivity
and financial aspects (57Fe,instrument, liquid He consumption) made and still makes the EPR
technique superior over Mossbauer and MCD spectroscopies. However the parallel use of
MCD and Mossbauer spectroscopy should be considered: particularly for very complex ironsulfur proteins like nitrogenase [122,207,208]. Since almost any iron-sulfur center exhibit an
EPR signal either in the oxidized or in the reduced state EPR spectroscopy is applicable for
most iron-sulfur proteins. With a proper choice of temperature and microwave power
sufficient resolution can be obtained if an iron-sulfur protein contains more than one cluster
or other prosthetic groups (Chapter 2, 5, 7, 8 and 9).
The mediated redox-titration technique has been applied for a number of iron-sulfur
proteins. Characteristic examples of the appearance of the redox titration curves are
schematically shown in Figure 12. The three relevant equations, derived from the Nernst
equation, describing the reversible part of the titration curves are as following:
intensity of signal in reduced form
=k/(l+exp((E-El)*nF/RT))
(6)
intensity of signal in oxidized form
=k/(l+exp((El-E)*nF/RT))
(7)
intensity of signal in intermediate form =k/(l+exp((E2-E)*nF/RT)+exp((E-E3)*nF/RT))(8)
in which k is a conversion factor to fit the measured EPR amplitude. E is the solution

